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On paper, Portland's winters were perfect - cloudy most days of the month. It turned out to be true, maybe 20 minutes at a time. Hardwick will shoot the scene from one angle and create another and it will rain, hail or the sun will come out, so it should be prepared with a plan B at all times. Each day, the
call sheet will have at least three possible scenes that we could shoot every day. I had my list shot done two, sometimes three weeks, if not a month in advance. I'm storyboarding the most difficult scenes. We had a backup plan and a backup plan in terms of backup. Combined with the fact that the
equipment, crew and actors are in remote locations in the woods, the weather has contributed to making the film a logistical nightmare, says Hardwick, who nonetheless fulfilled his schedule and budget. We didn't go for one day of shooting or post-production, she proudly points out. Advertising cast found
unpredictable weather difficult as well. Taylor Lautner, who plays Jacob Black, still trembles in memory of filming a scene with Kristen Stewart on a cold beach. It was the worst weather I've ever had in trying to film a scene. It was the biggest problem for me, he says. But the itchy long wig he had to wear
was not a picnic either: the hair was always getting in his mouth, he recalls. Most of the Twilight actors have undergone hair transformations. If you have blond hair you have dyed it brown. If you had brown hair, you dyed it blonde, says Peter Facinelli, who fell into this category. It took a good day at the
salon, and with touch windows, it was high maintenance. He and his colleagues in the Cullen family - all vampires - also had to wear pale makeup. We had a week testing all different types of makeup, he recalls. They had a gadget from Japan, an ionizer, and as they put makeup on you, if they touched
you, you get shocked. It'll wake you up! The actors playing vampires also had to contend with special contact lenses that reduced their vision. Ours were black with a hint of blood-red, recalls Rachel Lefebvre, who plays the villainous vampire Victoria. Wearing them: You don't have peripheral vision, so
you can't walk down the steps yourself. You travel a lot. I completely fell once - it wasn't a stain. And I always end up jumping out of my skin because you can't see anyone coming near you. Lefebvre had a lot more fun with the film's stunt work, which included a wire installation called Magic Carpet, which
creates the illusion that the actors are moving faster than normal speed. We rehearse in the warehouse. They started very slowly, at five miles per hour, then eight miles, then 10, then 12, and they kept increasing the speed. It was amazing, in fact, how to learn to walk again and again, that first you
started on your knees. Landing was very difficult. You have to stay in these sick poses, but they will stop and you would like to move forward,' she says. But But You get it, it's a total rush. Not all of her co-stars share her enthusiasm for wire work, particularly the use of the aspect. It was painful for me,
says Nikki Reed. It's like a 15-pound belt you tied and hooked up on cables. Then they lift you into the air and the camera is not ready, so you're cooling in the air, dangling all your weight. I just felt retarded. The Twilight games below include the best Twilight Dress Up games, Twilight makeup games,
puzzle games and trivia online. You'll have a great time playing these Twilight games that include Bella, Edward and Jacob as they fall in love and battle vampires along the way. There are more Twilight fun with my list of Twilight Dress Up games! Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this stunning Twilight
game, it's up to you to make up a very realistic looking Robert Pattinson in Edward Cullen. What hair color, eye color and clothes will you choose for it? Screen shot Of Stacy Fisher Bella needs your help getting ready for her date with Edward! Help Bella choose the perfect outfit in this Twilight game. A
screen shot by Stacey Fisher Jacob is on his way to try to convince Bella to come out with him. In this Twilight game, you get to help Jacob get dressed for the big moment. Will Bella say yes? Screen shot of Stacey Fisher in this Twilight game, you get to help Bella kiss Edward and Jacob! Just make sure
you don't get caught on the other until you kiss long enough to fill the love meter. The screen shot by Stacey Fisher is a Twilight game where you color in the Twilight cast right on the computer. All your favorite characters are Edward, Bella, Edmond, Alice, Rosalie and Jasper. Screen shot Stacey Fisher is
a very cool Twilight game where you get to give all three Twilight stars a new look. How do you transform Edward, Bella and Jacob in this Twilight game? Screen shot Stacey Fisher Choose from 7 Twilight Photos to turn it into a Twilight puzzle in this challenging Twilight game. How fast can you solve the
puzzle? Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight game you get to dress up Kristen Stewart. Choose her clothes, makeup, hairstyle and more in this fun dress up game. Screen shot Stacey Fisher dress up as Bella and Edward in this trendy Twilight game. Try dressing them up for a date, prom or hike!
Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight game, you dress up Edward, Jacob and Bella for a night out in the city. Choose your clothes to make sure they are looking for them better. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Try Your Strength in this Twilight game where you give Robert Pattinson a makeover. Can
you turn him into Edward Cullen? Screen shot of Stacey Fisher Edward and Bella have a date tonight! Play this Twilight game by dressing Edward and Bella for a night in town. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Edward should be dressed in this fun Twilight game. Drag and drop clothes, shoes and accessories
on Edward to create Vampire attire. The screen, shot by Stacey Fisher Style Edward and Bella's hair, makeup, outfits and more in the famous game Couples Twilight. It's a terrific picture of Edward and Bella and you'll have a great time getting them ready for a night out on the town. Screen shot of Stacey
Fisher Kristen Stewart needs makeup! Can you help her find a new look in this Twilight game? Use the tools to style her hair and makeup. You can even see before and after your conversion. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Taylor Lautner needs a new outfit before he leaves to talk to Edward in this Twilight
game. Can you choose the perfect outfit to turn Taylor into Jacob? Screen shot of Stacey Fisher's Robert Pattinson has a hard time deciding what to wear today. Use outfits to dress Edward in shirt, pants, shoes and sunglasses in this fun Twilight game. Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight game,
Edward Cullen is late for Bella's prom! Help Edward choose what to wear so he can make a big entrance at the party. Screen Shot Stacey Fisher Another Kristen Stewart Makeup Twilight Game Awaits You! Choose Kristen's hair, makeup, clothes and accessories to give her a complete makeover. Screen
shot Stacey Fisher slide around puzzle pieces in this Twilight game to complete a picture of Edward and Bella. Try this puzzle over and over again to see if you can beat your best time. Screen shot of Stacey Fisher Can you kiss Edward without getting caught on Jacob? See what guy Bella likes to kiss
the best in this flirty twilight kissing game. Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight game, Kristen Stewart is all mixed up. Maybe it's because she just can't choose between Edward and Jacob! You can help Kristen get her head in the right place in this Kristen Stewart puzzle game. The screen shot by
Stacey Fisher is color in this very cool image of Edward, Jacob, Bella and the wolf pack in this Twilight game. Use all the colors in this online coloring page from Twilight New Moon. The screen, shot by Stacey Fisher Edward and Bella happy and in love. In this Twilight game, you need to get them
dressed up and ready for a date. Where do you think Edward and Bella should go on a date? The screen, shot by Stacey Fisher In this 15 question quiz, you will be asked questions about the perfect boy for you. At the end you will find out whether you should be on Edward's team or Jacob's team. Play
Twilight Dress Up games to give your favorite Twilight characters a new look. You get to help Bella, Edward, and Jacob choose the perfect outfits in these fun Twilight dress up games. See this list of free Twilight games even more Twilight fun! Screen Shot by Stacey Fisher is a huge Twilight Dress Up
game where you get not only dress up but also makeup Edward, Bella, and Jacob. Choose new hairstyles, makeup, eye color, outfits, accessories and more in this fun Twilight dress up Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight Dress Up game, game, Get to give Edward a complete makeover! Choose
Edward's hairstyle, eye color, clothes and more in this realistic dress up game. A screen shot by Stacey Fisher Edward asked Bella on a date! There's one problem though, she doesn't know what to wear. Play this Twilight Dress Up game to help Bella choose the perfect outfit for her date with Edward.
The screen taken by Stacey Fisher Jacob should go talk to Bella about Edward. He was having some trouble deciding what to wear though. It's up to you to choose an outfit for Jacob that Bella can't resist in this Twilight Dress Up game. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Give Kristen Stewart a makeover in this
Twilight Dress Up game. You can choose the hairstyle, makeup and clothes you think look best on it. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Bella and Edward have been through a lot and they both deserve a makeover. In this Twilight Dress Up game, give Bella and Edward a makeover and choose some great
outfits for them to wear. Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight Dress Up game, you need makeup and dress up Kristen Stewart. Use lipsticks, eyeshadow, hairstyles, necklaces, dresses, jewelry and more to give Kristen the ultimate makeover. Screen shot Stacey Fisher Bella and Edward both
need help choosing new outfits in this Twilight Dress Up game. Click Finish after you've finished dressing them up to see how they look together. You can even print out a picture of the outfits you chose! Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight Dress Up game, you'll find a ton of clothing options for
Edward. Dress it up for a day of hunting or a night with Bella - it's up to you! Screen shot of Stacy Fisher Taylor Lautner has just arrived on set, and it's time to turn it into Jacob. Choose the type of clothes Jacob would like best in this Twilight dress up game. Screen shot Of Stacey Fisher's Edward is late
for a party at this Twilight Dress Up game. Help Edward choose a shirt, pants, shoes and accessories so he can make a big entrance. Screen shot Stacey Fisher treated Kristen Stewart to the best makeup of her life in this Twilight Dress Up game. What type of hairstyle, clothing and accessories will you
choose for her? A screen shot by Stacey Fisher's Robert Pattinson is ready to be transformed into Edward Cullen. Choose new clothes, shoes and accessories to turn Robert into Edward in this Twilight dress game. The screen taken by Stacey Fisher is up to you to choose a new hairstyle and clothes for
Bella and Edward! What will you choose for them to wear in this Twilight Dress Up game? Screen shot by Stacey Fisher In this Twilight Dress Up game, Edward, Bella and Jacob all need new outfits. Drag and drop clothes on them to create the final outfit. Screen shot of Stacy Fisher's Robert Pattinson
desperately needs makeup in this Twilight Dress Up game. Help Edward choose his hair, clothes and accessories. Accessories. games like twilight syndrome
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